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Ursula Kroeber Le Guin is an American author of novels, children's books, and short stories, mainly in 
the genres of fantasy and science fiction. She has also written poetry and essays. She has won the 
Hugo , Nebula, Asimov Readers, and Grand Master rating from the  Science Fiction Writers of 
America awards…repeatedly. 

I want to thank the Mills College Class of '83 for offering me a rare chance: to speak aloud in public in 

the language of women. 

I know there are men graduating, and I don't mean to exclude them, far from it. There is a Greek 

tragedy where the Greek says to the foreigner, "If you don't understand Greek, please signify by 

nodding." Anyhow, commencements are usually operated under the unspoken agreement that 

everybody graduating is either male or ought to be. That's why we are all wearing these twelfth-

century dresses that look so great on men and make women look either like a mushroom or a 

pregnant stork. Intellectual tradition is male. Public speaking is done in the public tongue, the national 

or tribal language; and the language of our tribe is the men's language… This is a man's world, so it 

talks a man's language. The words are all words of power… 

Maybe we've had enough words of power and talk about the battle of life. Maybe we need some 

words of weakness. Instead of saying now that I hope you will all go forth from this ivory tower of 

college into the Real World and forge a triumphant career or at least help your husband to and keep 

our country strong and be a success in everything - instead of talking about power, what if I talked like 

a woman right here in public? It won't sound right. It's going to sound terrible. What if I said what I 

hope for you is first, if -- only if -- you want kids, I hope you have them. Not hordes of them. A  couple, 

enough. I hope they're beautiful. I hope you and they have enough to eat, and a place to be warm 

and clean in, and friends, and work you like doing. Well, is that what you went to college for? Is that 

all? What about success? 

Success is somebody else's failure. Success is the American Dream we can keep dreaming because 

most people in most places, including thirty million of ourselves, live wide awake in the terrible reality 

of poverty. No, I do not wish you success. I don't even want to talk about it. I want to talk about failure. 

Because you are human beings you are going to meet failure. You are going to meet disappointment, 

injustice, betrayal, and irreparable loss. You will find you're weak where you thought yourself strong. 

You'll work for possessions and then find they possess you. You will find yourself - as I know you 

already have - in dark places, alone, and afraid. 



…So what I hope for you is that you live there not as prisoners, ashamed of being women, consenting 

captives of a psychopathic social system, but as natives. That you will be at home there, keep house 

there, be your own mistress, with a room of your own. That you will do your work there, whatever 

you're good at, art or science or tech or running a company or sweeping under the beds, and when 

they tell you that it's second-class work because a woman is doing it, I hope you tell them to go to hell 

and while they're going to give you equal pay for equal time. I hope you live without the need to 

dominate, and without the need to be dominated. I hope you are never victims, but I hope you have 

no power over other people. And when you fail, and are defeated, and in pain, and in the dark, then I 

hope you will remember that darkness is your country, where you live, where no wars are fought and 

no wars are won, but where the future is. Our roots are in the dark; the earth is our country. Why did 

we look up for blessing - instead of around, and down? What hope we have lies there. Not in the sky 

full of orbiting spy-eyes and weaponry, but in the earth we have looked down upon. Not from above, 

but from below. Not in the light that blinds, but in the dark that nourished, where human beings grow 

human souls. 

 


